Crown. Buccaneer is yet another related term. With their name originating in the Taino term bucan, meaning a wood-and-stick structure on which meat is grilled, dried, or smoked, buccaneers were originally wild cattle hunters who settled in various points of the Caribbean, leading a mostly land-based existence. Decades later, as they realized how profitable piracy was, they became increasingly maritime. They turned amphibious and, as Philip Gosse put it, converted "from butchers of cattle into butchers of men."
5 Like pirates, buccaneers were stateless and conducted raids against vessels and on foreign coastal settlements. Their ties to their respective monarchs were loose and they operated with great autonomy.
All that said, as Manuel Lucena Salmoral explains, these categories were fluid and often overlapping. The line between piracy and corsair activities was often blurred. Buccaneers became outright pirates and vice versa. Pirates became privateers, once licensed, and reverted to piracy upon the revocation of their licenses.
6 Sixteenth-and seventeenth-century Spaniards, for their part, made no distinction between pirates and privateers and even smugglers. All of them received stern sentences when captured.
European incursions in the Spanish Caribbean during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries unfolded along distinct but overlapping stages that roughly mirrored the course of Spain's conflicts with other European powers: first a French corsair phase (1521-1559), then an English aggressive contraband phase (1558-1567), followed by an English piratical phase , and an English privateering phase (1585) (1586) (1587) (1588) (1589) (1590) (1591) (1592) (1593) (1594) (1595) (1596) (1597) (1598) (1599) (1600) (1601) (1602) (1603) . Then came two periods of intense Dutch piracy and privateering (1594) (1595) (1596) (1597) (1598) (1599) (1600) (1601) (1602) (1603) (1604) (1605) (1606) (1607) (1608) (1609) . Beginning in the 1620s and 1630s, non-Hispanic privateers, traders, and settlers established permanent colonies and trading posts on islands neglected by Spain. Such colonies spread throughout the Caribbean, from the Bahamas in the North West to Tobago in the South East. In addition, beginning in the 1620s, French and English buccaneers settled in places like the island of Tortuga, the northern and western coasts of Hispaniola, and later in Jamaica.
FRench waRs and huGuenot coRsaiRs (1521-1559)
During the first three-quarters of the sixteenth century, matters of balance of power and dynastic succession weighed heavily on the course of European diplomacy and war. Europe's largest and most powerful kingdoms, France and Spain, were the continent's staunchest rivals. Tensions increased after 1516, when the kingdoms of Castile, Leon, and Aragon were formally unified under Charles I of Spain, who three years later expanded his domains after his election as Holy Roman Emperor. Now he ruled over the continent's largest and most powerful confederation of kingdoms, whose territories menacingly surrounded France, like a wide-open mouth about to devour it. In 1521, France went to war with the Holy Roman Empire. Spanish troops routed French armies in France, the Italian Peninsula, and elsewhere, forcing the French Crown to surrender in 1526 and again in 1529. The Italian Wars, as the French-Spanish wars came to be known, reignited in 1536 and again in 1542. Intermittent warring between the Valois monarchy and the Habsburg Empire continued until 1559.
French corsair attacks began in the early 1520s, as soon as France declared war on Spain in 1521. At the time, prodigious treasures from Mexico began to cross the Atlantic en route to Spain. French monarch Francis I challenged Spain's exclusivist claims to the New World and its wealth, demanding to see "the clause in Adam's will which excluded me from my share when the world was being divided."
7 Giovanni da Verrazzano (aka Jean Florin) led the first recorded French corsair attack against Spanish vessels carrying treasures from the New World. In 1523, off the Cape of St. Vincent, Portugal, his vessels captured two Spanish ships laden with a fabulous treasure consisting of 70,000 ducats worth of gold, large quantities of silver and pearls, and 25,000 pounds of sugar, a much-treasured commodity at the time. 8 The first recorded incursion in the Caribbean happened in 1528, when a lone French corsair vessel appeared off the coast of Santo Domingo and its crew sacked the village of San Germán on the western coast of Puerto Rico. 9 In the mid-1530s, corsairs, some Catholic but most of them Protestant (Huguenot), began routinely attacking Spanish vessels and raiding Caribbean ports and coastal towns; the most coveted were Santo Domingo, Havana, Santiago, and San Germán. Corsair port raids in Cuba and elsewhere in the region usually followed the rescate (ransom) model, whereby the aggressors seized villages and cities, kidnapped local residents, and demanded payment for their release. If there were no hostages, corsairs demanded ransoms in exchange for sparing towns from destruction. Whether ransoms were paid or not, corsairs looted, committed unspeakable violence against their victims, desecrated churches and holy images, and left smoldering reminders of their incursions.
In 1536, France and Spain went to war again and French corsairs launched a series of attacks on Spanish Caribbean settlements and ships. The next year, a corsair vessel appeared in Havana and demanded a 700-ducat rescate. Spanish men-of-war arrived soon and scared off the intruding vessel, which returned soon thereafter to demand yet another rescate. Santiago was also victim of an attack that year, and both cities endured raids yet again in 1538. 10 The waters off Cuba's northwest became particularly attractive to pirates as commercial vessels returning to Spain had to squeeze through the 90-mile-long strait between Key West and Havana. In 1537-1538, corsairs captured and sacked nine Spanish vessels.
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While France and Spain were at peace until 1542, beyond-the-line corsair activity continued. When war erupted again, it echoed once more in the Caribbean. A particularly vicious French corsair attack took place in Havana in 1543. It left a gory toll of 200 killed Spanish settlers. In all, between 1535 and 1563, French corsairs carried out around sixty attacks against Spanish settlements and captured over seventeen Spanish vessels in the region (1536-1547).
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Spain developed a mostly defensive military strategy. It responded by fortifying and militarizing Havana and other port cities. Cuba's Captain-General Hernando de Soto was charged with the task of leading military construction projects. Construction of the port city's first fortress, later known as la Fuerza Vieja, began in 1539 and ended in 1540.
Another defensive mechanism was the practice of having merchant vessels cross the Atlantic in convoys escorted by naval ships to reduce the chances of being captured by corsairs. This practice began in the mid-1520s and was formally organized in the 1560s. While the fleet system varied over time, it generally included one convoy leaving Spain in April and another one in August, both laden with European products. The final destination of the first one, known as Fleet of New Spain, was Veracruz; it returned with American and Asian products such as silver, dyes, precious woods, and silk. The second one, Galleons of Tierra Firme, had its final call in Nombre de Dios, Panama. Havana was privileged by the fleet system because all returning ship convoys had to meet in Havana and depart together for Europe. 13 The system had advantages and disadvantages. By sailing all at once with the protection of Spanish men-of-war, vessels crossing the Atlantic were better prepared to avoid and confront corsair and pirate attacks; however, the system was cumbersome, rigid, and slow, and a single storm or successful attack made for greater losses of ships and cargoes. Indias, 2015, vol. LXXV, n.º 263, 7-38 While designated fleet ports-o-call such as Havana, Veracruz, and Cartagena boomed, other ports and regions like Santiago and eastern Cuba suffered commercial isolation, forcing their residents to go without essential goods or pay higher prices because of the added expense of inland transportation. Not coincidentally, settlers in Jamaica, Hispaniola's northern and western coasts, and Puerto Rico's south were prone to engage in smuggling activities, importing European manufactured products such as tools and textiles in exchange for precious woods, ginger, tobacco, hides and other agricultural products. Smuggling activities also threatened Spain's Catholic exclusivism, as Protestant traders brought their bibles, religious tracts and practices. This notwithstanding, plenty of clergymen, included prelates, participated in smuggling activities.
LUIS MARTÍNEZ-FERNÁNDEZ
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14 Following a brief truce in Franco-Spanish hostilities, both countries clashed again in 1552. The following year, the notorious Huguenot corsairs Francois Le Clerc (Peg-Leg) and Jacques de Sores attacked Havana, which, precisely that year, had been officially designated the island's most important city. Later, they raided the de jure capital city of Santiago, where they caused severe damage from which the city did not recover. These attacks marked the beginning of a new era of more militarized, violent, and cruel piratical attacks; corsairs became better trained and attacked with larger numbers of men, vessels, and artillery pieces. At times, they commanded actual French war ships.
The most devastating and best-documented attack of the period took place in 1555, when 200 men commanded by Jacques de Sores sieged and captured Havana's woefully vulnerable Fuerza Vieja. They took hostage its commander, Juan de Lobera, and some civilians who had found refuge there. Sores demanded 30,000 pesos and a substantial amount of cassava bread to feed his crews. The island's governor, Gonzalo Pérez de Angulo, had retrenched to the nearby Indian reducción of Guanabacoa, where he assembled a ragtag militia made up of around 35 Spaniards, 80 Indians and 220 blacks. 15 When the Spaniards refused to pay the ransom, Sores hung several captives, a number of blacks among them. Before departing, his men raided and scorched the city. Virtually nothing remained standing; Havana was flattened, reduced to a smoking ghost town. Good iconoclasts that they were, Sores' men desecrated churches and removed vestments from images of virgins and saints, which they wore mockingly as hoods. Whether Spain and France were at war or not, corsair attacks continued; nine were registered between 1556 and 1566. 16 Once again, Spain responded reactively and defensively by deploying a career military officer to govern Cuba and entrusting him with reinforcing Havana's fortifications. Captain-General Diego de Mazariegos arrived in 1556. He immediately imposed military rule and began preparations to build a new and stronger fortification that would also serve as the official residence of future captains general.
Mazariegos' return to Spain in 1565 was dramatic. His sworn enemies seized the vessel in which he traveled, took him hostage and demanded a ransom. Spanish naval forces soon freed Mazariegos and apprehended his captors, who were sentenced to forced labor in Havana's military constructions. It was common to punish captured enemies with hard labor at quarries and in grueling construction work. Black slaves, some of them confiscated by government officials, were also forced to work on military construction. In fact, all free blacks and mulattos were conscripted into that backbreaking work, with the threat of heavy fines or 100 lashes if they refused to do so. Guanabacoa's remaining Indians were compelled to carry out that harsh labor as well.
17 When completed, the new fort, la Real Fuerza, was a magnificent Renaissance-style stone and mortar structure with four heavily fortified pointed bastions protruding out of its four corners. It was protected by ten-foot-wide walls, surrounded by a moat.
La Real Fuerza and future military constructions, armaments, ammunition, supplies, and salaries for officers and troops -estimated to number 450 regular soldiers by the century's end-required a continuous and massive influx of funds. Because Cuba was unable to meet those expenses, funds came from other locations in the circum-Caribbean, the rationale being that Havana protected the fleets and therefore must receive financial support from the jurisdictions that benefited from those fleets. There is documentary evidence of monetary transfers from Mexico to Havana going back to the early 1560s. These transfers were codified and institutionalized in the early 1580s, when the Crown ordered Mexico and other jurisdictions to send regular situados, established amounts of silver coins, to pay for military expenses Havana and other port cities incurred. Situado transfers became the economic lifeline of Cuba, Puerto Rico, Santo Domingo, and Florida. Havana alone received a yearly influx of 700,000 silver reales. Often, situados came late or failed to arrive because of shipwrecks or corsair attacks. When this happened, the region's fortified port cities became temporarily insolvent.
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17 García del Pino, 2001 : 39. Wright, 1927 , vol. 1: 40. Sainz, 1972 De la Fuente, García del Pino and Iglesias Delgado, 1996 : 102-103. Wright, 1927 Nations that comprised these blocs were not free of internal religious tensions, however. Ongoing Catholic-Protestant enmity produced major uprisings and civil wars, most notably in France, the Netherlands, Ireland, and Scotland. While officially Catholic, France had a substantial minority of Huguenots, Protestants of Calvinist persuasion. Throughout most of the second half of the century, the French Crown focused its military resources on domestic wars of religion, fighting to eradicate Protestantism with varying levels of resolve and success. Huguenots were martyred by the tens of thousands and thousands more fled, settling in England, the Netherlands, and the Americas. Not a few became corsairs. These successive wars of religion lasted until 1598, when King Henry IV issued the Edict of Nantes, a declaration granting religious rights to French Protestants. Similar rifts divided the Netherlands into northern Protestant provinces and southern Catholic provinces.
Spain's relations with England further soured upon the crowning of Elizabeth in 1558. She openly supported the Dutch insurrection and aided Huguenot forces in France. After decades of increasing tensions and confrontations in the northern Atlantic and the Caribbean, Anglo-Spanish hostilities broke out in 1585, when the English Crown dispatched over 7,000 troops to the Netherlands and Queen Elizabeth liberally granted licenses for privateers to carry out piracy against Spain's Caribbean possessions and vessels. 20 Tensions further intensified in 1587, when Elizabeth I ordered the execution of Catholic Mary Queen of Scotts after twenty years of captivity and gave the order for a preemptive attack against the Spanish Armada stationed in Cadiz. In retaliation, Spain organized the famous naval attack that ended tragically for Spain with the destruction of the "invincible" Armada in 1588. Spain rebuilt its naval forces, largely with galleons built in Havana, and continued to fight England until Elizabeth's death in 1603. Spain, however, had received a near-fatal blow that ended its standing as Europe's most powerful nation and virtually undisputed master of the Indies.
Lacking Elizabeth's anti-Catholic fervor, her successor, James I, exhibited tolerance for Catholics. One of his first major actions was ending the prolonged and draining conflict with Spain: a year into his rule, he signed the Treaty of London, which dictated the withdrawal of English troops from the Netherlands in exchange for the removal of Spanish troops from Ireland and Spain's agreement to give up plans to restore Catholicism in England and Scotland. This turned out to be a lasting peace, which ended in 1624, shortly before his death. James I had consolidated power beyond England, retaining his Scottish crown and extending his rule to Catholic Ireland. In England, however, he earned the distrust of Puritans, who called for the elimination of Roman Catholic dogmas and practices from the official Church. These intraProtestant tensions continued to plague England for decades to come.
During Queen Elizabeth's reign, Franco-Spanish relations had been mostly peaceful and collaborative, largely because of their shared hostility toward the English monarch's militant and expansionist Protestantism. Spain helped the French Crown during its internal Wars of Religion. Religious strife flared up again in 1589, when King Henry IV of Navarre, a Catholic-baptized Protestant, became France's de jure monarch. Spain intervened in support of Catholic pretenders. To thwart King Henry's efforts to gain control of Paris, Spain deployed troops in 1590 and 1592. Henry's conversion to Catholicism in 1593, however, facilitated his de facto ascent to the throne in 1594. In 1595, he declared war on Spain, a conflagration that ended in 1598.
The Netherlands, which had been part of the Holy Roman Empire, came under direct control of the Spanish crown in 1555. Under Phillip II, the region endured tyranny manifested through increased taxation and violence against Protestants, whose numbers were rapidly growing, particularly in the north. Calvinist Protestantism became the dominant religion there by the 1560s, and in 1566 Protestants revolted against Spanish oppression. Early in the conflict, three southern, predominantly Catholic provinces seceded from the Seventeen Provinces and accepted Spanish rule, while the remaining United Provinces continued fighting for their political and religious independence, establishing a republican state in 1581. Spain, which had cemented a dynastic alliance with Portugal the previous year, responded with a heavy hand, dispatching a large army under the command of the infamous Duke of Alva.
The year 1568 marked the beginning of the Eighty Years' War, a war intertwined with other European conflagrations, with French, English, and German Protestants intervening on the Dutch side and the French Crown in-termittently supporting Spain. In 1596, both France and England recognized Dutch independence but Spain did not, so the war continued for another half-century, ending in 1648 when Spain finally accepted Dutch and Swiss Protestant independence.
The polarization of Europe along religious and geographic lines also played out in the Caribbean. Following the Franco-Spanish peace treaty of 1559, crown-sanctioned French corsair activities subsided, but piratical Huguenot incursions persisted and in at least one instance led to the formation of a temporary Huguenot settlement in the Isle of Pines, off Cuba. 21 English piracy increased during the reign of Charles I, King of England, Scotland, and Ireland (1625-1649) and became more aggressive as Anglo-Spanish relations tensed up further during the Thirty Years' War. Although Spain and the Netherlands had been at war since the 1560s, the Dutch were latecomers, appearing in the region only after the mid-1590s, when the Dutch Republic was no longer on the defensive in its long conflict against Spain. Dutch privateering became more widespread and violent beginning in the 1620s.
While the French monarchy brutally repressed Huguenots at home, it had less power and less interest in doing so beyond the line. The Catholic Crown actually sanctioned Protestant corsair activities. In 1562, Huguenots established a foothold in Spanish Florida, where they built Fort Caroline. Fearing the spread of French and Protestant influence, Spain dispatched a sizeable armed expedition consisting of eleven vessels and around 2,000 men commanded by Fleet Admiral Pedro Menéndez de Avilés; he founded St. Augustine in 1565 and ordered his troops to march against Fort Caroline, where they quickly exterminated the French. Menéndez de Avilés then served as Cuba's captain general from 1567 to 1574. He reinforced the island's defenses and aggressively pursued corsair vessels in the region. This marked a change in Spanish military strategies from defensive to increasingly offensive modes.
While the new fortification of Havana successfully deterred corsair attacks, the island's towns and cities in the interior remained vulnerable, becoming the preferred targets of corsair and pirate raids and smuggling expeditions. French pirates carried out numerous attacks on Santiago and other central and eastern locations. In 1578 they erased from the map -quite literally-the town of La Zavana, on the northern coast. Trinidad was terrorized into depopulation and other settlements had to be moved to safer locations in the hinterland. That is why Puerto Príncipe (Camagüey) is not on the coast, as its early name suggests, but forty-two miles inland. The most notorious and best-documented corsair offensive of the period was the 1603 attack on Santiago. Huguenot corsair forces under the leadership of Gilbert Girón burned and sacked the city, taking twenty hostages, most famously Bishop Juan de las Cabezas Altamirano. The prelate later reminisced about the abuses he suffered: "They took me in shirt sleeves and beat me repeatedly, they broke my leg with a musket." The hostages remained captive in a corsair vessel for eight days while Girón waited for the ransom to be collected. Local residents managed to lure Girón inland, where they ambushed him. The lance of Salvador Golomón, a free black man, pierced Girón's body. The corsair's head was later cut off and paraded all the way to the town of Bayamo, where reportedly adults and children alike cheered effusively.
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English incursions in the Spanish-claimed Caribbean boomed during Queen Elizabeth's rule. These actions originally took the guise of well-organized, large-scale smuggling expeditions headed by piratical smugglers the likes of John Hawkins, John Oxenham, and Francis Drake; their primary objectives were smuggling African slaves into Spain's Caribbean possessions in exchange for tropical products. The first instances of English mercantile piracy took place in 1562-63, when Hawkins' men raided a Portuguese vessel off the coast of Sierra Leone, captured the 300 slaves on board, and smuggled them into Santo Domingo in exchange for sugar, hides, and precious woods.
Hawkins and his contemporaries mastered the devilish art of maximizing the number of slaves that could fit into a ship. He and other slave traders methodically packed slaves by having them lay on their sides, spooned against one another. Such was the case of the slave-trading vessel bearing the sublime name Jesus of Lübeck, into whose pestilent bowels, in partnership with Elizabeth I, Hawkins jammed 400 African slaves.
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In 1567 and 1568, Hawkins commanded two piratical smuggling expeditions, the last of which ended disastrously; he lost almost all of his ships and three-fourths of his men were killed by Spanish soldiers at San Juan de Ulúa, off the coast of Veracruz, the point of departure of the fleet of New Spain. Hawkins and Drake barely escaped but Oxenham was captured, convicted of heresy by the Inquisition and burned alive.
Many of the battles of the Anglo-Spanish war of 1585-1603 were fought in the Caribbean, not by regular English troops but rather by privateers whom Queen Elizabeth had licensed to carry out attacks on Spanish vessels and ports. These were former pirates who now held a more venerable status as privateers. During those years, over seventy-five documented English priva-teering expeditions targeted Spanish possessions and vessels. Drake terrorized Spanish vessels and ports. Early in 1586, his forces seized Santo Domingo, retaining control over it for around a month. Before departing they plundered and destroyed the city, taking a huge bounty. Drake's men destroyed church images and ornaments and even erected a defensive palisade with wooden images of saints in the hope that the Spanish soldiers' Catholic fervor would keep them from firing-saints as human shields of sorts.
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Drake and his men proceeded to attack the port city of Cartagena, later landing on Cabo Antonio (Cuba's westernmost point) to water their vessels. The sight of Drake's convoy spread terror among habaneros, who in preparation for the anticipated attack, called for and received reinforcements from Mexico and installed a cedar-and-metal chain that stretched from one side of the bay's mouth to the other, a nautical chastity belt of sorts. While the attack never materialized, El Drake became the region's boogeyman: the mere mention of his name continued to inspire fear long after his death.
Two years after Drake's campaign and the destruction of the Spanish Armada, Spain shifted its strategy, increasingly funneling its resources toward the erection of new and stronger fortification throughout the circum-Caribbean. In Havana, beginning in 1587, Field Marshal Juan de Tejada and engineer Giovanni Battista Antonelli directed the construction of two new forts, one at each end of the entrance of the bay: El Morro to the east and the smaller La Punta fortress on the west. By 1607, El Morro had a functioning battery of twelve cannons that were named after the twelve apostles. Both fortifications were completed in 1630.
The flow of transatlantic vessels convoyed into fleets rose dramatically during the peak years of Mexican silver production from the 1580s to 1610s. All of them passed through Havana, where they anchored inside its bay for weeks or months at a time. Five hundred forty-one registered fleet vessels passed through Havana between 1585 and 1600, but the actual number of vessels was much higher. 25 This translated into economic prosperity for Havana and its hinterland, as fleets had to be serviced and repaired, and crews required food, liquor, lodging, entertainment, and other goods and services. The passing and prolonged stays of fleets and vessels involved in regional and intercolonial trade made Havana and the waters near it the primary target of pirates and privateers.
When Spain imposed a trade embargo on the rebellious Dutch provinces, depriving them of access to salt and goods that had been previously supplied by Portuguese merchants, it pushed them into smuggling and piracy. Dutch smugglers were particularly interested in the prodigiously rich salt deposits of Punta Araya (in present-day Venezuela), the pearl fisheries of La Margarita, as well as treasures carried by Spanish fleets. The level of Dutch smuggling and piracy was such that between 1599 and 1605 over 760 Dutch vessels sailed to Punta Araya, alone. In January 1606, off the southeastern coast of Cuba, Spanish vessels under Admiral Juan Álvarez de Avilés successfully fought thirty-one smuggler vessels, twenty-four of which carried the tricolor ensign of the Dutch Republic.
26 Following the Dutch-Spanish truce of 1609, these violent incursions came to a halt when Dutch privateers shifted their attention to South America. dutch coRsaiRs, enGlish settleRs, and stateless buccaneeRs (1604-1648)
There was not a single year of peace in Europe during the first half of the seventeenth century. This was especially true for Spain, which began the century at war with the Dutch and subsequently went to war against almost every other European nation. The Spanish Crown and its Portuguese ally became embroiled in the continent's major conflicts, most of which were intertwined with their ongoing Eighty Years' War against the Netherlands (1568-1648). The Thirty Years' War (1618-1648) overlapped with the last fifty years of the Eighty Years' War. This conflagration began and was mostly fought in Central Europe, namely in German states and in Bohemia, where persecution of Protestants sparked a revolt in 1618. As other nations joined the war (England in 1624, France in 1635, and Portugal in 1641), it became a conflict between Spain and the Hapsburg Empire against virtually the rest of Europe. Both the Thirty and Eighty Years' Wars ended with a series of treaties known as the Peace of Westphalia in 1648.
While these wars usually pitted Protestant and Catholic nations against one another, on occasion Catholics fought Catholics and Protestants went to battle against fellow Protestants. Religion was no longer the driving ideological weapon it had been in the previous century. The 1600s were characterized by cross-faith alliances, dynastic marriages between Catholic and Protestant royals, and greater religious tolerance within the European nations, Spain excepted.
Religious unity, however, had not been fully established within contending nations, with the exception of Spain and Portugal. In France, Catholics and Huguenots tensely coexisted under the protections afforded to Protestants by the Edict of Nantes, but Huguenot revolts persisted, as did Catholic attacks against Protestant strongholds. England, for its part, continued to be torn by conflicts between Catholic-sympathizing monarchs with pro-French inclinations and a Parliament that was strongly influenced by Puritanism and sought to increase its power vis-à-vis that of the Crown.
Religious factors were even less important in the Caribbean. There was only a small number of clerics in Cuba and the rest of the Hispanic Caribbean and a miniscule presence of Anglican priests and Protestant pastors in the emerging English colonies. England and Spain were no longer ruled by religious zealots the likes of Queen Elizabeth and Philip II. The Dutch, meanwhile, were the most tolerant. In the Caribbean, money was their god and privateering expeditions their crusades. In the continent, they welcomed religious dissenters from everywhere: French Huguenots, Bohemian Protestants, and Jews from throughout Europe. In the Caribbean, they shared islands, coexisted with Catholic settlers, and fought against Protestant settlers when they had to. A Calvinist work ethic, thriftiness, and the practice of religious tolerance were, in fact, primary factors behind Dutch success in global trade; they borrowed from Jews and traded with Catholics, Protestants, pagans, and seemingly godless pirates and buccaneers. Another characteristic that set them apart was their belief in free trade, in contrast to the other naval powers that insisted on exclusivist trade practices.
The twelve-year truce between Spain and the Dutch Republic of the Seven United Netherlands expired in 1621 and war reignited. Significantly, in that same year, the republic chartered the Dutch West India Company, giving it a monopoly over trade and navigation in the Americas and the profitable transatlantic slave trade. The Dutch smuggled European manufactures such as textiles, tools, weapons, forbidden books, and slaves. They were mostly interested in purchasing or plundering salt, sugar, dyes, tobacco, and precious woods. They also traded with French and English settlers, regardless of whether they were at war with their nations or not. At their peak, the Netherlands surpassed the English in trade and navigation volume and earned naval superiority in the Atlantic and the Caribbean.
During the 1620s and 1630s, when the chartered Dutch West India Company began operations, Dutch privateering peaked. Pirates and privateers were becoming businessmen of sorts. The company served not only commercial purposes but also military functions. Altogether, during those two decades, there were nine foreign attacks on Cuba and naval actions in Cuban waters. A Dutch vessel captured a Spanish merchant ship off Cuba's western tip in 1624. The following year, a Dutch fleet commanded by Boudewijin Hendrickzs staged a major attack against San Juan. They left five weeks later, but not before looting and destroying the city. In 1626, Hendrickzs' fleet blockaded Havana with the intention of capturing the next Spanish fleet. The following three years witnessed an unremitting campaign against Spanish ships and intermittent blockades of the Bay of Havana. In 1628, Vice Admiral Piet Heyn of the Dutch West India Company launched the most successful and profitable attack ever against the Spanish fleet as it headed back to Europe. Commanding 32 vessels with 700 cannon, Heyn captured the treasure-laden fleet after it passed Havana. The Spanish fleet's commander, Juan de Benavides, ordered his remaining vessels to seek refuge in the Bay of Matanzas, where Heyn's men captured the fleet in its entirety. The bounty was prodigious: 178,000 pounds of silver, 125 pounds of gold, pearls, indigo, cochineal, hides, sugar, and spices. All told the bounty, amounted to 4 million pesos, a 50 percent return for the company's shareholders.
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Dutch privateer vessels continued to harass vessels sailing near Havana over the next decade. They failed in an attempt to capture Havana in 1629, raided Santiago in 1635, and continued to sail off the coast of Havana with the intention of raiding fleets and loose vessels. Spain's treasure fleets were routinely forced to delay their departures and change routes in order to avoid capture. In 1638, yet another peg-legged privateer, Cornelius Jol, menaced Havana with a 20-ship fleet for over a month. He captured two Spanish vessels. Two years later, another formidable Dutch squadron appeared near Havana with the intention of raiding the Spanish fleet. A storm dispersed the privateer vessels, destroying some of them; the bad weather saved the Spanish fleet. 29 Notably, Jol's second in command was a Cuban mulatto runaway slave. Named Diego Martín, this seafaring maroon led a life of piracy, rose to the rank of ship captain, and married a Dutch woman. He was not alone. Other blacks and mulattos joined pirate and privateer vessels as places of freedom, refuge, and source of fortune. Spanish authorities and colonial settlers feared enslaved and free blacks and mulattos, whom they viewed as natural allies of pirates and privateers. 30 After two decades of intense Dutch piracy in the region and continuing war between Spain and the Dutch Republic, not a single recorded corsair or pirate attack from any nation took place in and around Cuba between March 1641 and 1651. Spain was on the offensive, launching 28 Williams, 1970: 84. 29 Wright, 1921: 628. 30 The type, extent, and purpose of foreign encroachments varied from island to island. Some, like Barbados, which the English colonized in 1627, were extensively settled by indentured servants and other white immigrants who produced non-edible export crops such as tobacco and cotton. 33 Later, Barbados, followed by other English outposts, became a "colony of exploitation." Caribbean scholar Franklin W. Knight used that term to refer to islands that beginning in the 1640s developed monocrop economies based on slave labor and the sugar plantation model. He contrasted these "exploitation colonies" with "colonies of settlement," Cuba and Puerto Rico, for example, which, while producing some staple crops, had economies based on agriculture for the local market, using mostly free labor. 34 As English and French planters and masters of indentured servants (engagés in French) became increasingly exploitative and cruel, many servants fled; some like François L'Olonnais, Alexandre Olivier Exquemelin, and Henry Morgan becoming prominent buccaneers in places like Tortuga and Jamaica. 35 Knight's spectrum, while useful, does not fully represent two other types of early Caribbean settlements: places such as the north and west coasts of Hispaniola, Tortuga, and Île-À-Vache that were unstable, informal, lawless, and stateless buccaneer enclaves. They were bases for piratical aggression and providers of cooked meats, bread, and water for passing vessels. Yet another type of colonies consisted of lightly populated mercantile bases, islands the likes of Curaçao and Saba, which were first settled in the 1620s and 1630s by the Dutch West India Company to serve as bases for legal trade, smuggling, and raiding expeditions.
I propose expanding Knight's typology by adding two additional spectrums; one connected to the "settlement colonies" pole, with two poles of its own: (1) large-scale formal settlements like Havana and (2) buccaneer enclaves such as Tortuga. The other spectrum stems out of the other pole of Knight's original spectrum, "colonies of exploitation." Its new poles consisting of (1) full-fledged plantation societies like Guadeloupe and (2) small mercantile and privateering posts the likes of Curaçao and Sint Eustatius.
Large-scale formal settlement colonies, such as Cuba, were stable, had larger populations, were fortified, and had close relations with their respective metropolitan powers. At the other end of this new spectrum, buccaneer enclaves such as Île-À-Vache, were lightly populated, unstable, temporary, and had little or no connection with their respective European powers. Meanwhile, the other new spectrum ranged from intensely cultivated slave societies-Barbados stands out as the earliest example-and intensely commercial "colonies of exploitation," first and foremost, Curaçao.
Special geographic, demographic, and political circumstances made for a highly distinct colonial experience in Barbados, the first to become a colony of exploitation and the one that most resembled England in terms of political, legal, and church institutions. While considered a Caribbean island, Barbados is actually 170 kilometers off the arch of the Lesser Antilles, farther away from the epicenter of Spain's Caribbean. Unlike its neighboring islands, it did not have volcanic origins; it was formed as the result of millions of years of accumulation of sediment from the Orinoco Basin. Its location and topography also made Barbados less insalubrious and therefore a more propitious environment for the survival of non-acclimated European settlers. Unlike other islands settled by the English and the French, it had no indigenous population with which to contend. Barbados was first populated mostly with English indentured servants employed by private companies. By the 1660s, however, there were more black slaves than white settlers and 60 percent of the land was devoted to sugarcane. In 1660, it was deemed "the richest spot in the English New World Empire."
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The other type of exploitation colonies included Sint Marteen, a salt-rich island first occupied by Dutch privateers in 1631. Spanish forces destroyed the settlement and actual permanent Dutch colonies did not materialize until years later with the recapture of Sint Marteen and the on-again, off-again possession of Aruba, Curaçao, Bonaire, Sint Eustatius, and Saba. Although these islands developed agriculture and mining, they were strategically located, well-defended entrepôts whose primary function was to serve as bases of illegal and legal trade. The Dutch West India Company owned and administered these colonies, and selected their governors.
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Havana, San Juan, and Santo Domingo were settler colonies par excellence. They were also at one pole of my proposed spectrum ranging from large-scale formal colonies and emerging buccaneer enclaves. Tortuga was a buccaneer post with tortuous and violent beginnings. It was strategically located in the Windward Passage between Cuba and Santo Domingo. Spaniards first settled Tortuga, precariously so, in 1625, over 130 years after Spain first claimed it. The timing had more to do with preempting a foreign takeover than a desire to turn it into a useful island. While inhabited by buccaneers since the mid1620s, English colonial sovereignty over Tortuga was slightly formalized only in 1631, when the Providence Company appointed Captain Anthony Hilton as governor. In light of repeated successful attempts by Spanish forces to depopulate Tortuga, the Company's presence was weak and fleeting. In 1634, French authorities transferred the renamed Crown-subsidized Compagnie des Îles de l'Amérique to Tortuga, from where privateer expeditions were launched to wrest the large Windward Islands of Martinique and Guadeloupe, shortly upon the start of the Anglo-French War in 1635. In 1638, English adventurers from St. Christopher, reoccupied Tortuga but shortly thereafter, the French reassumed control. Over the next three decades, Tortuga exchanged hands more times than any other Caribbean possession, seesawing between Spain and the buccaneers, between French and English colonists, and between privateers and buccaneers. Tortuga was a multinational enclave of French, English, Dutch, and Portuguese settlers. 38 36 Koot, 2011 : 55. Beckles, 1990 Pérotin-Dumon, 1999: 129. 38 Haring, 1910, 57-83. Spain responded to piratical aggression, widespread contraband, and privateer expansionism with a combination of defensive and offensive measures. Early in the century, it systematically depopulated the northern and western coasts of Hispaniola to keep inhabitants from trading with French and English buccaneers. Spanish officials carried out similar devastaciones in the Wild Coast of South America to keep Dutch privateers from extracting salt and trading spices, tobacco, and other goods with indigenous people. The devasta ciones, however, backfired. In the case of Santo Domingo (1605-1606), once Dominican settlers were violently removed from port towns such as Montecristi and Puerto Plata, French and English buccaneers from Tortuga moved in to hunt cattle and pigs and harvest cotton, tobacco and other products they had previously purchased from local Spanish residents.
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With similar objectives, the Spanish Crown prohibited the production of tobacco in Cuba and elsewhere because that crop was among the most soughtafter contraband commodities. Spain also further fortified its ports throughout the Caribbean. In the period 1636 to 1643, Cuban slaves, captured corsairs, and other coerced workers erected the twin fortifications of La Chorrera west of Havana and Cojimar to the east. Construction on the most ambitious military works to date, El Morro, began at the same time. An expanded system of coastguard vessels helped curb contraband; while the fleet system became increasingly ineffective and therefore more vulnerable.
The Peace of Westphalia that ended the Eighty Years' and Thirty Years' Wars strengthened the principles of national sovereignty and the right of nations to decide on internal religious matters. A defeated Spain and Holy Roman Empire were forced to recognize Dutch, Bohemian, and Swiss independence. Spain also lost its dynastic alliance with Portugal, which declared its independence in 1640. Fighting continued between these former allies for nearly three decades. In the Caribbean, Spain had to recognize already established English, French, and Dutch colonies in exchange for pledges by Europe's naval powers to reduce piracy and privateering activities in the New World. Accordingly, because of its curtailed access to the Caribbean, the Dutch West India Company endured enormous losses and faced bankruptcy. Other nations' privateers and buccaneers flouted the peace of Westphalia and continued their violent attacks throughout the region. The twenty-odd years between 1648 and the Treaty of Madrid in 1670 demonstrated the limited success of the Peace of Westphalia. On the one hand, a defeated and bankrupt Spain, with much reduced influence in the Holy Roman Empire and Italian Peninsula, gave up its crusade to contain the spread of Protestantism in Europe and beyond. It also gave up on maintaining religious exclusivism in the Caribbean. Religion had been the primary dynamo behind Spain's belligerence for over a century but the containment of Protestantism was no longer enforceable on either side of the line, except in the colonies that it firmly controlled. On the other hand, the treaties of 1648 did not bring sustained peace to Europe, and wars for commercial control and territorial expansion continued to ravage the continent and the British Isles.
In a reversal of the pattern of the previous eight decades, Spain and the Dutch Republic ceased fighting against each other and even became allies against common enemies. With the exception of a few months in 1659-1660, Spanish and French troops battled each other from 1648 until the end of the century. These conflagrations further debilitated Spain both on land and at sea and allowed France to gain military hegemony on the continent. England and Spain were also at war until the end of Cromwell's Protectorate (1659). After a brief moment of peace following the ascent of Charles II in 1660, tensions resurfaced, culminating with renewed hostilities in 1665. Spain's other major adversary was Portugal. The two Iberian nations, which had been at war since 1640, signed a peace treaty in 1668, when Spain finally recognized its neighbor's independence.
These wars were intertwined with revolts in France, England, and Scotland that turned into civil wars, pitting religious minorities against absolutist monarchies. In response to the French monarchy's efforts to curtail the power of French courts of appeal (parlements) and raise taxes to pay for wars past, present, and future, French frondeurs rose up against royalist forces in 1648. A parallel insurrection exploded in England in 1649, when Charles II, King of England, Scotland, and Ireland, was captured and beheaded and parliamentarian forces under Oliver Cromwell established a commonwealth government that also included Scotland, Ireland, and Wales. In 1653, Cromwell dismantled the Parliament and established military rule under his protectorate. It lasted until shortly after Cromwell's death five years later. The victim of eye-for-eye justice, the Puritan lord protector was beheaded posthumously by royalist hands.
England's civil wars found a battlefield of sorts in Barbados, where government officials and the general population were split between royalists and parliamentarians. Because Barbados mostly sided with Charles II, the Commonwealth Parliament punished the island, first by banning it from trade with England and later by sending troops to bring royalists under submission. 40 Parlamentarians, who had long called for a more aggressive Caribbean policy, launched the epic Western Design invasion in December 1654. Cromwell ordered General Robert Venables to land troops "upon any of the territories, dominions, and places belonging unto, or in the possession of the Spaniards in America, and to surprise their forts, take or beat down their castles and places of strength, and to pursue, kill, and destroy by all means whatsoever all those who shall oppose or resist you therein." The Western Design was by far the largest military action of its kind to date; it included over thirty-five vessels and nearly 10,000 soldiers, most of them recruited in Barbados and St. Christopher, including indentured servants the likes of Henry Morgan.
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General William Penn's fleet and Venables' soldiers failed in their task of capturing the primary target of Santo Domingo and proceeded toward the island of Jamaica, which was poorly defended and populated by only 1,500 inhabitants. Spaniards surrendered and retreated to Cuba; their slaves moved to remote locations where they built maroon communities. Jamaica, the third largest of the Greater Antilles with an area twenty-five times larger than Barbados', became an invaluable English possession. Unlike Barbados, it was strategically located near the epicenter of Spanish colonialism, within striking distance of Cuba and Hispaniola. Its large size and mountainous topography made it a haven for stateless peoples, including black maroons and buccaneers. While Barbados had a substantial presence of English political, judicial, economic, and religious institutions, Jamaica evolved into an autonomous buccaneer enclave. In Jamaica, as elsewhere in the region, buccaneers lived and died beyond the line; they had their own informal institutions, their own rules about crime and punishment, and a fluid social structure based on egalitarian and democratic decision-making practices.
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That said, England and the buccaneers developed a symbiotic relation. In 1657, the English protectorate and Jamaica's buccaneers entered a formal alliance to keep Spain from recapturing the new English possession. This unholy alliance of pious Puritans and wicked buccaneers worked to consolidate a permanent English presence in Port Royal, soon to become a prosperous trade emporium rivaling Havana. For decades thereafter, buccaneers proved helpful to English mercantile and military ambitions, routinely launching at- 40 Dunn, 1973 : 80. Marley, 2008 Burchett, 1720 : 387-388. Exquemelin, 1911 Exquemelin, 1911: 59-60. tacks against Spanish possessions and vessels in the Antilles, and off Central America and northern South America. Jamaica also served the English navy as a launching pad for expeditions against Spanish and other targets. That was the case in 1656, when Vice-Admiral William Goodson led fifteen men-of-war to Cuban waters, where they blockaded Havana to capture treasure fleet vessels.
Buccaneering activities peaked during the second half of the seventeenth century, not only in Jamaica but also in other locations on or near the Windward Passage: Tortuga, the northern and western coasts of Hispaniola, and Île-À-Vache. Tortuga-based buccaneers staged numerous attacks on Spanish possession and vessels launching a major offensive on Hispaniola in 1659. That year the French and English governments jointly appointed Frenchman Jérémie Deschamps de Rausset governor, a reflection of the hybrid or frontier political nature of Tortuga. In 1662, England brought Tortuga under royal sovereignty, but it continued to be a haven for the English, French, and Dutch alike. Two years later, it reverted to French rule.
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In the 1660s, major changes altered Europe's political and geopolitical map, arguably more than the Peace of Westphalia had. In 1659, France and Spain signed a peace treaty. The following year, England saw the restoration of absolutist monarchical rule under Charles II, who, like his predecessors, was a Francophile and a Catholic sympathizer. These events led to a prolonged period of peace with Spain. Anglo-French hostilities also waned until the Second Anglo-Dutch War (1665-1667), in which France sided with the Netherlands. The War of Devolution (1667-1668), sparked by a French invasion of the Spanish Netherlands, became yet another multination war. France had just signed an alliance with Portugal, a country long at war with Spain. Spain, meanwhile, fought on the side of an alliance formed by the English and Swedish kingdoms and the Dutch Republic, which had ended its war against England in order to focus on fighting French expansionism. The War of Devolution resulted in minimal gains for France and the recognition of an independent Portugal.
The English restoration of 1660 was not welcomed in the English-speaking Caribbean, not even in the most English of the colonies. The Crown sought to tighten control over its Caribbean colonies. In Barbados it reduced the economic and political power of the planter elite, raised export taxes, and imposed harsher navigation acts, forbidding all of its colonies to trade with vessels not carrying the English flag. 44 43 Haring, 1910 : 113-119. Exquemelin, 1911 . 44 Dunn, 1973: 80. As was the case during the previous century and a half, European conflagrations reverberated beyond the line, and often Caribbean settlers, pirates, and soldiers engaged in conflicts that did not correlate with European events. Such was the case in 1662, when England and Spain were at peace and yet buccaneers from Jamaica launched ferocious attacks against Santiago de Cuba, Santo Domingo and beyond. Similar attacks continued during the rest of the decade. Governor Thomas Modyford chastised Jamaica's buccaneers for their continuing aggressions against Cuba and Hispaniola, such as the 1665 raid against the Cuban town of Sancti Spiritu. Following that attack, Modyford expelled the buccaneers from Jamaica; a costly decision, it turned out, because productivity, trade, and revenues plummeted. To lure them back to Jamaica, Modyford reluctantly granted licenses to carry out attacks against Spanish targets in the circum-Caribbean. One of the recipients was Edward Mansfield, who led attacks against various Spanish ports. 45 Following his capture and execution by Spanish officials, Henry Morgan, at the time head of Port Royal's militia, became chief of the buccaneers. He launched a major attack against Puerto Príncipe in 1668. Morgan's warning to the inhabitants was eerily reminiscent of the sixteenth-century requerimiento proclamation that Spanish conquerors were supposed to read before attacking native villages. "If you do not surrender voluntarily," Morgan warned ominously, "you will see your town in flames and your women and children torn into pieces." 46 Morgan's men carried out unspeakable atrocities in Puerto Príncipe, including torturing captives and starving women and children to death.
During the Anglo-Dutch War, England's official position was to redirect its aggression against Dutch vessels and ports. Since England had no desire and lacked the resources to take over any more Spanish islands, it turned its energies against the Dutch who routinely undermined English commercial exclusivism. Modyford commissioned English buccaneers to attack Dutch interests. They raided Bonaire and Saba and captured St. Eustatius. Commanded by Abraham Crijssen, the Dutch retaliated, capturing Tobago and forcefully seeking to reclaim St. Eustatius. When the second Anglo-Dutch war ended in 1667, England ceded some trade privileges to the Dutch. Even when the Dutch and the English agreed to stop fighting, English and Dutch privateers continued to clash violently over possessions in the Guianas.
The French, meanwhile, attacked English and Spanish targets throughout the circum-Caribbean. In 1665, before France declared war on England, French privateers took control over all of St. Christopher and Antigua, Montserrat, 45 Haring, 1910: 196-197 . 46 Exquemelin, 1911 : 143. Marrero, 1975 , vol. 3: 140. Revista de Indias, 2015 Nevis, and Tortuga. French and Dutch fleets combined efforts to defeat English forces. The English, for their part, repeatedly attacked Guadeloupe, Martinique, and French-occupied St. Christopher, and Nevis.
As negotiations for peace among France, England, and the Netherlands ensued, in May 1667, France declared war on Spain and turned its attention to Spain's possessions. Tortuga-based French Calvinist buccaneer L'Olonnais organized an expedition against Havana but found it to be well defended by numerous warships; he landed elsewhere on the island where he unleashed his characteristic brutality. His ulterior plan was to attack Maracaibo and other mainland Spanish ports. Spain responded with a new strategy: licensing its own corsairs as its adversaries had been doing for a century and a half.
Even though England and Spain were at peace and in 1670 signed the Treaty of Madrid, which outlawed further buccaneering activities in the Caribbean in return for Spain's promise of not seeking to retake islands under English control, Jamaica's buccaneers insisted on assaulting Spanish ports in Cuba and elsewhere. Buccaneer raids were Jamaica's economic lifeline, and, concerned about a buccaneer insurrection and aware of the role they could play defending the island from Spain, Modyford had no option but to turn a blind eye.
Morgan's men continued to launch unauthorized piratical actions even after English authorities took control of Jamaica from the buccaneers. In response to yet another unauthorized piratical attack, British authorities arrested Morgan in 1672. While he was in custody on the other side of the line, the Crown tried to rehabilitate Morgan, knighting him and appointing him official governor of Jamaica. Appointments and knightings notwithstanding, English, Spanish, Dutch, French and settlers, merchants, and soldiers continued to lead lives beyond the proverbial line in Europe's cockpit. 
